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Page 1 Spocfitorsion

Introduction Contents ' '
This issue of SPOOFVERSION has PAGE 2
been brought out by former members of How Socialist is the
the ex-group SUBVERSION. We have
renamed ourselves SPOOFVERSION
because the word "spoof" is descended
from the Latin word "spufiouo", which
means "cut off the head of the tyrant".
It is interesting to see how words
change aspects of their meaning over
time. Thus this magazine is not to be
taken as a modem-day “spoof”, or joke,
but as an ancient call to arms against
our oppressors.

In an efiort to inject some light relief
into the journal, we have included on
pages 11-12 an article that can be best
described as dada-surrealo-constructo-
lettrist; in comic-falsetto tone it briefly
lists SUBVERSION’s successes and
failures, and the reasons for its demise.

For the historical record we at
SPOOF[previously SUB]VERSION

Campaign for Real Ale?

PAGE 5
Blast from the Past: The Moving

Statues of Leeds

PAGE 7
Remembering the Paris Cormmme

Book Review: A Victorian
Correspondence: The Letters of

Dickens andMarx

PAGE 8
Are Children Agents of the

Bourgeoisie?

PAGE 9
Carr Arthur Scargill Dance?

PAGE 11
Subversion: The Party’s Over!

Pubhcahons
[fyou don’t like SPOOFVERSION, you
probably won’t like these either:

The Corpse of the Millenium
A Proletarian Gob Special Issue.
People in the “Westem World” live in a
society culturally dominated by ideas of
hygeine, sport, health and what passes
these days for beauty. This was the
central aim of the German National
Socialist Workers Party (the Nazis). To
build a society fit for work and fit for
the promotion of a nation - that is,
stupid. Christian heretics a few
hundred years ago might have
envisaged this millenium as a time
when priests, lawyers, baillifs, nobility
and the rich would finally get their
throats cut. But Christianity has
become Rational and it has made sure
everyone else has too. In this idiot 1
world reasonableness is the new motto,
democracy marks the parameters of the
game we are allowed to play, and

are/were a group of efl'ete male and PAGE 13 foo11'Sh,1eSS has bggn ¢Q11q1_1¢1'¢d_
female erotic dancers. We have worked “Leftism Rotted My Brain”
in many parts ofBritain, and indeed the My Afternoon of Psychogeographic Send an A5 S¢1f..a;1<1;¢S5¢d gnvglgpe
world, and all our writings and actions Hell in London with 15¢ C1355 stamp/dQn3tjgn_
are based on analyses gained from
our own experiences, plus some
reading up at the local library. -
The demise of SUBVERSION -
should be seen as a passing on to a I
higher plane of activity for we
intend to concentrate more on our f
dancing. By strategically placing
ourselves at class struggle hotspots *
around the globe and then dancing
in an erotic way we hope to not
only inspire further acts of courage
on the part of the proletariat, but
also to help break the confidence
of the intemational bloodsucking
boss class and their many helpers.
Our dance is a dance ofdeath and
a dance oflife.

There may or may not be further
issues of SPOOFVERSION, which
may or may not be obtained from:

Box 1 27
Oldham

P “Q ‘A ' --» ‘ . ' ,1-I‘ n_
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It seems that today we’re working
as cartoon heads for another post-
situationist, sub-ironic, mea1y-
mouthed publication that can’t find
any decent graphics. Did I tell you
that your aftershave makes me
want to puke? _
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sIl|W8l'8i0ll back issues. Many
still available, including:
No. 23: Continuing debates on
Fighting the ISA, Getting A Job
and Green Commtmism; Book
Reviews; Trade Unions and the
Capitalist Left; Liverpool Dockers ’
Charter
No. 22: Green Communism, the
JSA, Getting A Job and Northern
Ireland all continued;
Progress/Anti-Progress; The
March for Social Justice
N0. 21: South Korea; Liverpool
Dockers; Green Communism; the

" JSA; Getting A Job; Northem
Ireland
Also: The Best ofSubversion and

' The Second Best ofSubversion:
Y65. I $3)’ down ' compilations of articles from issues
with all bosses. ’ 1-11 and 11-20

- For single items send an A4 self-
OI 4 3FE zstgdliessed envelope with lst class

p/donation. For multiple
England, UK copies add extra postage.
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I-low S'ocialist is...
n the first three decades of this

I century the temperance
movement in Britain achieved a

prominence in working class culture
and politics that it had never seen
before and will probably never see
again. The philosophy of the many
temperance societies that existed during
this period was that drink was the ruin
of ordinary folk and should therefore be
avoided at all costs. In
place of drinking these
societies suggested that _
people should march
through urban streets
waving banners, have

second half of the nineteenth century in
response to the need of liberal
reformers from the upper classes to
instil their own senses of decency and
morality into the working class. The
working class was perceived by most of
its betters as some sort of stupid but
dangerous beast that had to be
controlled However, the days had
passed when that control could be

secured entirely by force,
1"}: during the nineteenth

' gaining strength in the class
‘ '1 '~ - century workers were

struggle by sheer weight of
numbers and by the fact that

discussions, and, most '
importantly of all, sing.
There were many types of temperance
society, ranging fiom the Evangelical
Christian, to the liberal, to the
dialectical materialist, and although the
nature of their discussions may have
differed they were all agreed on the
evils of drink and the benefits of
singing. In fact, members of the
Revolutionary Syndicalist Temperance
League of Reading created something
of a sensation in 1912 when, as The
Times reported, "five stout fellows
recently laid ofi from a local tile
factory, having avoided drink for a full
year, sang popular operatic songs
continuously for a week in the main
high street". They were supported in
this marathon effort by their families
and fellow workers, and gained a great
deal of respect from the local
establishment. They were offered
menial, poorly-paid jobs involving
heavy-lifting by the owner of the Heelas
linen and general goods store, and
praised in the local newspaper.
Unfortunately, things went wrong when
one of their number punched the Mayor
of Reading in the face during a civic
ceremony and the five were forced to
flee the country, eventually settling in
Northem, Spain.

Temperance societies had arisen in the
 

they were starting to see
how, collectively, they could

improve their lot. Dangerous and
unhealthy ideas of socialism had to be
thwarted where they sprang up in the
minds of workers. The Church, which
had done such good work in previous
centuries when the ordinary folk were
forced to attend services, was no longer
fulfilling its moral function, new
organs for the difiusion of sound
thinking had to be created, one of these
was the temperance society (others
were: education; journalism; extension
of the franchise; whippet racing;
cleanliness; and Impressionist Art, to
name only a few).

Drunkenness had long ,
been a "problem" in _.;.'E¥
the working class. 7/*\‘*‘
For many, of course, it
was an escape from
their bleak, slum- -ur A
dwelling, over- Q, 5"-T.
worked, poverty- -<ft-.;_,_ '
stricken existence. lg?“
For many male
drunkards it was an escape from the
demands of family life, where, after a

course, were mothers who seemed to
have abandoned all their dignity when
they took to the beer and consequently
neglected their children, husbands,
relatives, and gruelling day job. Others
liked drinking for the taste of it and the
average strength of a beer before the
First World War was six per cent.
During the war the strength of beer was
reduced drastically by law, along with
opening times, and it is only in recent
times that British beer has begun to
approach the strength and quality of
pre-WW1 beer.

 eer in the North of England and
Scotland has never recovered
from this reduction in strength.

Beers such as Boddingtons, Tetleys,
and McEwans continue to insult its
drinkers with their insipid taste and
strength, while northern drinkers seem
to have fallen for the lie that good beer
should be tasteless, weak and with a
frothy head In the south the
renaissance in good beer is now well
established, much of this has to do with
the unfavourable public reaction to
Watney's Red Barrel beer of the 1970's
(Red Barrel was the result of the
socialisation of Watney's beer
production , something we will come
back to later).

Drunkemress in the
working class was
also seen as a problem
by early socialists.
The Confederation of
Dialectic Materialtst
Teetotallers of
Greater London
declared in their
paper, The

Insurrectionarjy Teetotaller, that
"Drink is effectively a conspiracy by the

‘U.-' ‘Q

hard day's work men were often greeted Ruling Class to keep the poor and
at home by noisy and diflicult children dispossessed of this world in the thrall
and a wife who constantly expected her of stupidity and delusion. Not only
husband to do chores around the slum.
The most despised drunkards, of

does drink prevent us from seeing our
(continued on page 3)
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I-low Socialist is CAMRA?
(continuedfi'0m page 2)
situation as it really is, it also drains us
of the strength and determination to
gather together to put things right". In
other issues drink is blamed for
disrupting family life, turning husband
against wife, causing crime and assault
amongst members of the working class,
and leading to portliness. "Who is the
victor," the paper asked, "When the
worker is drunk? Why the owners of
the breweries and the rest of their
Parasite Kind!" Not only
were the Dialectic
Materialist Teetotallers
fervent agitators for
socialism, they were also
one of the best
harmonising groups of
all the temperance
societies, rivalling even
the Peckham League of
the Righteous Sons of
Temperance, who had in
their midst two Italian
tenors who had once
sung professionally.

M

"-1" --Ii"-=
th ' of it

The Nihilist Drinker was produced by
forty-seven farm labourers, of which
thirty-two were men. The paper
advocated the seizure of breweries by
the workers and the free distribution of
beer to all. This was what they tenned
their "last demand", having analysed
the failure of the post-war revolutionary
wave and being aware of the capitalist
nature of the new Soviet Union The
Nihilist Drinker argued that the one
feasible demand left was that for decent
and free beer. This caused a heated
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the 1930.5 it Seemed Clem. that Drinking can lead to heated domestic

I 2 the revolutionary wave that had ‘”~*P"‘¢s
swept across Europe in the wake of the
First World War had truly receded
(although, ripples were still making an
impact in other areas of the globe, for
example, south east Asia). Workers
turned more and more to drink and the
influence of the temperance societies
waned, a feeling of existential nihilism
gripped European workers. Guy
Aldred, the famous Glasgow anarchist,
wrote, in his paper The Spur, in 1933,
"Defeat has cost us dear, the workers
have lost their spirit but found their
spirits". By "spirits", Aldred was
referring mainly to gin and cheap
blended whisky. As a connoisseur of
single malts, Aldred found this
development particularly disheartening.
Out of this despair however, in Britain
at least, a new more positive movement
began slowly to take shape. The first
publication to tentatively express this
new mood was a little paper from
Shaftesbury entitled The Nihilist
Drinker.

P

debate in revolutionary circles in the
southem farming communities of
England Two coppice workers from
Hampshire were soon producing their
own flyers under the title "Demand the
Impossible", which refused to accept

apology and rejection of this theory,
along with any advocacy of a workers
vanguard, in the very next issue of their
bulletin, the Impossibilists were
ridiculed mercilessly in the wider
revolutionary milieu. Soon after this
debacle one of the founders of their
group died in an accident in the woods
(which in those days was more like a
factory), and another one was infonned
by a solicitor that he was the heir to a
large gaming estate on the borders of
Scotland. The two surviving members

struggled on for two more
issues but finally gave up
in the summer and
pursued a series of arson
attacks on the motors cars
of the wealthy (they didn't
want to risk the lives of
domestic stall"by attacking
their houses) before
escaping to the Isle of
Wight where they ran a
small bed and breakfast.
They were finally arrested
in 1953 and sentenced to
twelve years each, both

\‘ died in prison."K\\
The defeat of the Irnpossibilists made it
easier for the more reformist groups
around The Nihilist Drinker to gain
greater influence amongst the workers.
Finally, by the end of the 1930's a
regroupment had occurred in which a
kind of umbrella organisation, which
called itself The Campaign for Real

that workers should limit their Ale, 116111 W3)’-
revolutionary ambitions despite the
adverse conditions.

The Hampshire Impossibilists, as they
became known, gained ground quite
fast and by the end of 1934 they could
boast a membership of four and a print
run of their flyer of over twenty. But
things were not to go so well for the
Impossibilists during 1935. They made
a serious blunder in one of their leaflets
on the question of "production for use",
in which they confused the concepts of
valorisation and voluntarism and
somehow ended up with the theory that
only the common rabbit was qualified
to take the vanguard position in
workers struggles. Despite an abject

he Campaign For Real Ale soon
revealed its credentials as a
labourist, recruiting

organisation with a very weak analysis
of the capitalist economic system.
Despite its insistence on cheap but
quality beer for all, flre Campaign
showed no hesitation in supporting the
Second World War, and throwing its
weight behind Winston Churchill.
Some of the local branches of the
Campaign objected to such manoeuvres
by the leadership but they were soon
quashed by being expelled or arrested
under temporary new police powers in
place during the war.

(continued on page 4)
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How Socialist is CAMRA? obtainable in Belgium, where,
(¢'0"11'""@dfi‘0m Page 3) ironically, much of it was brewed by
After the war the Campaign decided to reactionary Trappist Monks. So it was
follow Clement Atlee and the new that many radicals in the perigd
Labour Government, and in 1951 the agitated for the raising ofbeer
Campaign itself was rewarded for its prgducfign levels in Belgium re
1111118381112 new dBVOIi0I1 by being facilitate an export push that would
made Secretary of State for Overseas bring capitalism re its knees, The
Trade. The post was filled by a
rota of twenty-two executive
members of the Campaign.
This was the highest post the
Campaign ever attained but
there were problems with the
rotation system. One young
post-holder, Michael Foot, who went on
to become a Labour M.P. and Party
Leader, recalled in the 1970's: "It was
really a terrible shambles, often six of
us would appear at Government
functions because we had all misread
the roster, then it would be a hell of a
job to fit us all in the one place at the
dimter table, and, of course, we never
got enough to eat. It was terribly funny
really, what with all the rationing that
the general public had to put up with
and all, and we would often fight over
the trifle and get it all down our suits.
Ah, yes, halcyon days..."

ith the return of a Conservative
government in the mid 1950's
the fortunes of The Campaign

For Real Ale went into a long decline.
This was also a time when the quality
ofbeer began to hit new lows as the
breweries conglomerated and produced
far greater volumes than previously.
But many workers were still tmhappy
about the beer they were forced to drink
and, disheartened by the ineffectiveness
of the Campaign, began to form
autonomous beer appreciation
organisations. One notable group was
"Good Beer or Barbarism", which took
its name and philosophy from the more
scientifically Marxist French drinking
group, "Socialisme ou Barbarie". Both
groups held with the theory that
capitalism was in terminal decay
(decadence theory) and that it would
take only a few monurnentally good
drinking sessions across the world to
send it to its grave. But this strategy
relied on good quality beer, which, in
the 1950's and 1960's was really only

massive contradictions in this
plan were partly brought into
perspective by the Situationist

i movement in 1960's France,
but even the Situationists held
back fi'om dumping the theory
of capitalist decadence. Guy

Debord, the writer of "The Society of
the Spectacle", went so far as to try to
bring about the downfall of capitalism
all on his own by going on long
drinking sessions around Europe, some
say he was close to being successful.

Back in Britain the group Solidarity
began advocating "self-management",
which was to have a profound impact
on the history of British beer. In the
1970's brewery workers across Britain
began to gain real power on the shop
floor, so much so, in fact, that two
companies socialised their whole
production process as a way of
avoiding long strikes and financial
ruin. In Watney's, the bosses put _ 1 .
on overalls and the workers sat in
the managers ofiices going over \‘

Watney's, recruited hundreds of new
beer drinkers, and finally got Wamey‘s
to withdraw Red Barrel from the
domestic market. Watney's never
recovered from this humiliation, they
sacked their entire workforce and
introduced a quasi-fascist management
style that had been developed by
Cadbury's, the chocolate manufacturer.
[Interestingly, a survivor of the other
self-managed brewery experiment still
lives on in the form of Fuller's E.S.B.,
or Extra Socialist Bitter, made by
Fuller, Smith and Turner of Chiswick.
The experiment at Fuller‘s ended in
1978 when the owners organised a
dawn raid on all the homes of the
brewery workers, smashed up their
bathrooms and sacked them]

elf-management had proved to
be an impossible strategy for
workers, it now became clear

that only a total demolition of every
aspect of the capitalist system would be
enough to ensure freedom. However,
The Campaign For Real Ale chose to
ignore the fact that dictatorship of the
proletariat was the only viable option
for the protection and advancement of

good beer. Instead the Campaign
decided to lobby government and
recruit as many people as possible
on a vague and misleading
anarcho-syndic-eco-socialist

I
I

0

the books, for a few short months _,. .l§ ticket. And now, having been
everyone worked as an equal and a
feeling of real positivity gripped the
people involved Collectively they
decided to bring out a new beer to mark
the success of their self-management
initiative. They called it Red Barrel,
and it was an unqualified disaster.
Instead of trying to produce a real ale of
distinction they had produced a
"plastic" beer. instead of listening to
radical beer drinkers around the
country they had merely gone for a
symbolic name. To this day the true
reasons why Socialist Watney's made
such a stupendous mistake have not
been fully revealed, although some
suspect the involvement of the State.

Anyway, this was just the spur the
virtually moribund Campaign For Real
Ale needed. They organised pickets of

rettmed by Thatcherism, the
Campaign has come into its own as an
almost professional body that someone
like Tony Blair might well admire.

And what ofbeer itself‘? When will
proper beer have its place in the sun?
When will the likes of Boddingtons be
tipped down the toilet forever? And
when will we be able to enjoy a drink
knowing that all the bosses are dead
and gone?

5
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Blast from the ast: The Moving Statues of eeds
"It is impossible to walk around this scientist Priestley in a letter published just as much the result ofscience 's role
city without seeing on every street in the Leeds Mercurji, the group stated: in society as spectacular inventions
corner and in every public square "The regimenting ofworkers in the and handy gadgets. In the Middle Ages
images ofour oppressors: kings and factories and the phenomenon of thefeudal rulers relied on despotic
queens; aristocrats and industrialists;
explorers and scientists;
politicians, generals and .;-,,- _,f_..;-2--~

admirals. The early Christians at
least had the humility to build
their churches out ofwood
because they expected the Second
Coming at any moment. The
present-day ruling class erects
tributes to itselfsculptedfrom
stone and confidently expects
them to lastfor all eternity. It is
time we shook them out oftheir
complacency". 9

ith these words a small
group of anarcho-
communists announced

the start of a series of actions
which was to grip the northern
English city ofLeeds in a fever of
excitement throughout the winter
of 1928-29. Their first target was
a statue of the scientist Joseph
Priestley (so-called "discoverer of
oxygen") which stood on the west
side of City Square. On the
morning of 6 November 1928 this
entire monument was found to
have been blown to smithereens
during the night, its parts lying
scattered all around in a radius of
several hundred yards.

It is likely that Guy Fawkes Night
was chosen for this first action as
the noise of an explosion would
be less likely to attract undue
attention or suspicion However
the extent of the devastation
indicates perhaps some
miscalculation in the quantity of
explosive used, even though we
know that the group included a
number of former soldiers and ex-
miners (sacked in the aftermath of
the General Strike), who certainly
ought to have known what to do
with explosives and detonators.
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people toiling endlessly in poverty are politics and an ideology ofreligious
dogma to maintain their grip on

ower. In the modern age the
pitalist ruling class employs

parliamentary politics and the
ideolog ofsciencefor the same

pf , purpose. "
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Over the next few weeks a
“ number of statues met a similar

>.f-a

 fate: on ll November, in
Woodhouse Square, the iron-
founder and former Mayor Sir

, Peter Fairbairn; on 13 November,
in City Square again, Vicar of

k Leeds William Farquhar Hook;
on 29 November, by the comer of
Woodhouse Lane and Hyde Park
Road, Sir Robert Peel. These
attacks were followed by two
further daring raids on a now
heavily-policed City Square: the
first (on 19 December) succeeding

s in toppling from his mount
Edward Prinoe of Wales (also
known as The Black Prince, and
absurdly described on the statue's

l base as “Upholder of the Rights of
the People in the Good

 Parliament"), then three days
 later returning to complete the

destmction of the Prince's horse
as well.
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his most famous piece of
t statuary in the entire city

was painstakingly re-
A R , _ assembled and then, to protect it
" ii “ from further assault, re-erected

2 1 S high up on a towering plinth
S if where it still stands to this day.

Similar steps were taken to save
Queen Victoria (corner of
Woodhouse Lane and Clarendon
Road) from further attacks, while
other monuments such as that
honouring the Duke of
Wellington (corner of Clarendon
Road and Moorland Road) had

Joseph Priestley (1733-1804): so- dense PTi°k1Y Shrubs Planted all

V i
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Explaining the destruction of the M1164 “digcgvgrgy ofoxygen" (Confirmed 0" Page 6)
 



(continuedfrom page 5)

strategic monuments. They were
ta ted bv ssers-by who would 'eer

Gibbon was so l1'lSp1I‘6d by reports of
around their bases to prevent explosive the }-?’u1mam°fi5 incident that ha gave
charges from being placed anywhere
nearby. Later still, battalions of troops
were drafted in to mount an around-
the-clock armed guard on certain

the title Grey Granite to the last novel
of his brilliant trilogy, A Scots Quair.
And despite the newspapers‘ attempts to
whip up hostility against the group,
widespread approval of what it was
doing was evident in the spate of

Spoofitersion Page 6

The Moving Statues of Leeds Ills Said that I11? Wfilfif Lewis 61115519 to its present-day location in the
University's Michael Sadler Building.
The reason for this attack was to be
found in the single word ABUSER
painted on the wall above the rubble,
showing this to be a rare instance of an
action directed against the sculptor
himself.

"11 . P3 I .J ‘copycat’ attacks on monuments and he attack on the Gill sculpture"Today it's just statues of the bosses
~ di t ql be graves of the ruling class, not carried on 29 March 1929 appears to

asked to shoot us down to save the
bastards themselves! "

Perhaps in response to such measures,
the group's first attack of the new year
was aimed at a different type of target.
During the night of 17/18 January
1929, in Burmantofts Cemetery, the
large grey granite gravestone marking
the burial place of the MP and pioneer
of ready-made clothing Sir John Barran
was blown to pieces. It was also
a ent that an attempt had been (corner of Woodhouse Lane and Raglanmade to dig open the grave itself and to
extract what remained ofBarran's body.

Of all the actions carried out by the
group it was this one which provoked
the most outraged reaction in the local

supporters. These took place not only
within the city but also in outlying
districts such as Pudsey, Chmwell,
Morley, Guiseley and Garforth.

These ‘sympathetic’ actions were
seldom accompanied by the kind of
detailed propagandistic statements with
which the main group usually claimed
responsibility for explosions. More
typically they would be announced as
the blowing-up ofH. R. Marsden

Road) on 3 March 1929 was: " We don ’t
know who the -—- Marsden was and
fiankly we don't give a --. Thefact a
statue was put up to him is all we need
to know and that's why he --ing got

press. An editorial in the Yorkshire 1'-
Post was typical in its description of the
Burmantofts Cemetery attack as "a
scandal devised by perverted minds and
perpetrated by depraved sub-human
lunatics".

ome extracts from a reply
Sissued by the group show how

easily they were able to dismiss
such remarks: "It is true," they said,
"that we intended to dig up John _' thin . Afte be bl wu-Barranis body and give him the good
kicking he sadly never got while he was
alive... Why should he be lefl to 'rest in

Perhaps the most striking of all the so-
called ‘copycat’ attacks was against the
Leeds University War Memorial
sculpted by Eric Gill. A stone relief
depicting ‘Christ driving the
moneylenders out of the Temple‘, it had
aroused goat hostility fi'om local
capitalists on its unveiling in 1923
because Gill had portrayed the
moneylenders wearing modem-day
bourgeois clo g r mg o
up it was repaired at great expense (the
equivalent of £1.19 million at today's
prices) and moved fi'om its outdoor sitepeace’ in death when he never

allowed his workers such luxury in
life. .. We never heard the Yorkshire
Post describe it as a scandal that one
man should amass such riches as can
hardly be imagined on the backs of _
hundreds ofworkers toilingfor 16 or
18 hours a day in crowded, dimly-lit,
'sub-human'sweat-shops... So long
as we continue to direct our anger
against the bosses, and not inwards
against ourselves orfellow members
ofour class, you will not make so-
called ‘lunatics’ out ofus. "
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you re guar ng, ornorrow you _ N _ _out by the group itselfbut by unknown have been the last 111 the series
of actions. It is unclear why they
stopped, but the coming to an end of
the long, dark winter nights which
provided a cover for these activities
may have been one factor. In all at
least 27 statues or monuments were
reported to have been attacked and 6
graves disturbed, although it is likely
that many other actions went
unreported in order not to encotuage
the movement.

Some critics have said that the whole
'caInpaig1' was entirely futile, because
for every statue that was blown up, the
bosses just erected another in its place.
On the other hand, every time they
issued a statement claiming
responsibility for an explosion, the
group did manage to get some basic
revolutionary propaganda published
and circulated in the local newspapers.
Perhaps their greatest achievement,
however, was that such was the care
taken by the group in planning and
carrying out its actions, in the whole S
months fi'om November 1928 to March
1929, not a single one of its members
was so much as questioned in
cormection with these events, let alone
arrested, tried, convicted or imprisoned
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War Memorial sculpted by the abuser Eric Gill
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Page 7 Spoofversion

Paris Commune
mug the 19505 and 19605 the T The Letters ofDickens andMarx I
Daily Mail ran a series of I Edited and Annotated by the Intemational Communist Current (ICC).
31119195 911 great f¢V°1l5 and Published by The Fabian Society. £18.00.

uprisings throughout history. On 18th
March 1962 they examined the Paris
Commune of 1871, below are a couple
of extracts that we thought were worth
reprinting for a laugh if nothing else.

Engels’ remark, "Look at the Paris
Commune - that was the dictatorship of
the proletariat, "should be taken
seriously in order to reveal what the
dictatorship ofthe proletariat as a
political regime is not (the various
forms ofdictatorship over the

Remembering the@@[K WVUEW
A Victorian Correspondence

his is a surprising book to come
from the ICC and the nagging
doubt remains in this reviewers

head that maybe they have made the
whole thing up as some sort of
elaborate joke. But for what purpose,
and aimed at whom? And why have
they involved themselves with The
Fabian Society?

proletariat in the name ofthe Anyway, the book makes for some
proletariat). Z interesting bedtime reading, especially

if you concentrate on the letters rather
The Commune had no leaders. And @ than the ICC notes which mostly
this at a time when the idea ofthe
necessity ofleaders was universally consist of lines such as: "Marx clearly- - never wrote this letter even though itaccepted tn the proletarzan movement.
This is thefirst reasonfor its has balm authenmfated by 9‘~’fVeI1 leading
paradoxical successes andfailures. 13011126015 3¢3de1111¢5. 111199 111dePe11d¢m
The ojjicial organisers ofthe Commune
were incompetent 6fmeasured up
against Marx or Lenin, or even
Blanqui). But on the other hand, the
various "irresponsible " acts ofthat
moment are precisely what is needed
for the continuation ofthe
revolutionary movement ofour own
time (even ifthe circumstances
restricted almost all those acts to the
purely destructive level - the most
famous example being the rebel who,
when a suspect bourgeois insisted that
he had never had anything to do with
politics, replied, "That's precisely why
I'm going to kill you ").

The Commune represents the only
realization ofa revolutionary
urbanism to date - attacking on the
spot the petrified signs ofthe dominant
organisation oflife, understanding
social space in political terms, refusing
to accept the innocence ofany
monument. Anyone who reduces this to
some "lumpenproletarian nihilism ",
some "irresponsibility ofthe
petroleuses, " should specify what they
believe to be ofpositive value in the
prevailing society and worth
preserving fit will turn out to be almost
everything). All space is alreaay
occupied by the enemy..... Authentic
urbanism will appear when the absence
ofthis occupation is created in certain
zones. What we call construction starts
there.
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forensic scientists, and two
librarians- . "; and, "Dickens clearly
proves himself here to be an agent of
cotmter-revolution as well as a senile
gibbering wreck ofa fool...", etc. We
are printing just one extract, to give a
taste of the book, but would like to state
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that it seems that in this miserable
world one dead writer is worth more
than a thousand living human beings.

15th June 1861
Dun Kanl,
It was very pleasant to see you again in
Bognor, and how your English has
improved! I have been thinking a lot
about What you said about surplus value
and I must honestly admit that I still
don't have the foggiest idea what you
mean. Of course, I understand the
misery of the labouring folk, indeed 1
have written about it more eloquently
than any other writer, but I do not think
that our condition has anything to do
with science, although, undoubtedly,
scientific principles, such as the laws of
supply and demand do exist and do
affect us. As I grow older I think the
reason for the misfortune of the
labouring classes can be found in a

certain kind ofmoss_  which exudes a mild
..__-1,. I-. ~ ' - - . _ - .

. - -. -. -1 _' - - .I_._ . - ._ . _ _
. _ -‘. ,- ;-. '. "_ _ -. "

intoxicant, it seems
sclear to me that people

. I t t. 4 of a lower order than
you and I are
susceptible to this gas,
while we, dear friend,

~ are not. What do you
think, my old
Teutonic chum?
Your faithful servant,
Cl:/J¢4D£'eku~4.
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28111 JUI16 1861
Duo Clmlu,
Thankyou for your
letter. It saddens me
that a man ofyour
supposed intellect
cannot grasp the
simple facts of stuplus
value, you are lucky
indeed that I did not
(continued on page 8)
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A Victorian Correspondence W110111 the bllfdens of P°W¢1' and
(mnpinuedfi-Om page 7) unbridled wealth are nothing more than
beta“-; you with the meow of dialectic a millstone hanging around their necks. A ts f
materialism, for 1 think your tiny head Iwill Set up myev-#11 Intemetienel O e
would have exploded and yom five; Moss-Gathering Mens Association, I 0 0
would have packed its bags and left. will grew epreperbeerd. like yours. I’
You English writers are such dolts. 1 instead efthiswispy little thing lhetl
have read your "Oliver Twist" and let new weer. eh. my heart is filled with
me tell you, man to man, that it is a l°Y---
piece of crap. How the boy had a tofis Y°11T faithfill Sawam»
accent is beyond me, and why all your elm!“ Didwwh
stories have to have such unlikely
happy endings, well, it just makes me 21 July 1861
sick» Dun Cl/ullu,

_ Thankyou for your letter. Good God in
A5 f°T Y°“I delusmns 313°“ the 65°C“ Heaven! You are an absolute cretin!
Of IIIOSS 011 I116 working Ci3SSBS, I am Recently I read your book "Our Mutual

truly flabbe1'ga5t°d- H°“’ d°e5 Y°"I Friend" and I see quite clearly that you
wife Put up with Y0“? A150 I fmuld have based the character of the poor
hke t° ten Y°“ that after meet-mg You river-man's daughter on me. Me! If
recs‘-my my mad remarked °n 3 Very news of this outrage gets out I will
pecuhar Smell abm“ Y°“I P°"S°"= She surely be seeing you in court, where
said it Illfldfi 1161' V.OIHll1 f0I' 8 full IIWO you will be divested of every penny you
hours and has senously damaged her own Scoundrel!
chances ofbearing children. I tell you My best wishes’
lh1S 3.5 3 fflfilld. K‘/J Hy”.
My best wishes,
M Hm-2.

surely something to be
savoured. I am, however

tell me if the flowers I sent to
her arrived safely, I do hope -.-'-2'15" I19;, £1’?. . ,_ J.
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certain social classes has been ._,r -

taken up by the Royal College =_T;
of Science! How's that for
you’? Soon I envisage wntmg

""|

0 1- 1- _-:3. _ 1'. 1-__.§__"._
i ' \' . -

;;'ir""" ""¢..
\s r ‘E’ ' '"- '

- :.-.-_e:.+'¢,-EN-'~*=l5§_" .m own ommumst _ - 1 w.

H’. I‘ ‘I -' re“ lb
_--. - - .,...'Manifesto, only I will call it .

the Moss Manifesto and 1t e
‘R.

Y ,3.
7* ii-.'

will lay down a programme of _ . ' * if ft“
peaceful l'CVOll1l10I1 whereby

fgi fig}

all moss will be eradicated s; ;-

Ti‘: .

from the planet and all men ii‘£1

.-‘e"A111‘;
$539k

‘if-e‘:

Dickens and Marx continued to
7 July 1861 correspond in this vein until Dickens‘
D!“ K4/>5. death in 1870. The letters prove that
Oh, dear old Karl, how I laughed on revolutionaries today must go beyond
reading your letter! Your comic wit is the limits of the Dickensian analysis.
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t has come to light recently that the
seemingly perfectly natural
biological function ofproducing

children in the human species may be
the result ofa genetic aberration, or
alteration, that occurred at the rise of
the first civilisation, in Cameroon,
West Africa, forty billion years ago.
Documents have been discovered in the
Central Library of Camer0on‘s capital
city, Yaounde, which describe a
dramatic change in the lifestyles of
humans of that area many billenia ago.

It seems that before the rise of towns
and politics and exchange systems
people lived for a good 400 years and
did not reproduce, although sexual play
was a popular pastime. However, at
some point shortly before the building
of the first town hall in history it seems
that sections of the population began
producing ofispring. The records show
that this was a time of great despair and
gnashing of teeth for the people.
Suddenly they were swamped by little
people who had to have their every
whim catered for, and who made the
people tired and distraught, which
consequently drastically reduced their
lifespan.

Strangely, at the same time as this
happened another phenomenon was
occurring: some people were gaining
economic and political power over
others and making them work for them.
Now, the historians and scientists who
have discovered this event in history
have, of course, managed to
misinterpret the facts they have in their
hands due to the fact that most
scientists and historians are either
complete fools or slavish
propagandisers and apologisers for The
Establishment or the status quo. These
professionals see nothing wrong with a
society that has one section of the
population forcing the rest of the
population to work and die for it, in
fact they usually don't even see that this

(continued on page 9)
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Are Children Agents of the
Bourgeoisie?
(continuedfiom page 8)
is what is going on. But we radical

wierdos of the lunatic fringe can see
precisely what is going on and
therefore we can interpret this
historical discovery in the correct way
and use it to further our knowledge of
the world and thereby aid the struggle
of the working class in its often
tmconscious battle against its
exploiters.

So, after many discussions,
intemational day conferences, articles,

thought, and drinking, we have come to
the inescapable conclusion that the
human body has been tampered with by
the boss class in order to create a never
ending supply of miserable workers and
smug overlords. Humanity might have
only lasted a mere 400 years without
this biological change, but it would
have been a beautiful 400 hundred ~
years, without the mountains of murder
and slavery that today fill every nook,
cranny and open space of this tragic
planet.

Today we only have to look at the efiect
children have on the working class to
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“They make us attempt to condition them so that
they will survive in this dog-eat-dog world”

lass Factory Worker Reg and
his dog, Osman, were not the

thur
tumiels.

sad pro-boss gits that his great- Labour unrest was rife throughout
nephew, Postman Pat and his cat, Jess, French industry in 1909, and especially
turned out to be. Glass Factory Worker on the railways. Soon after starting
Reg left his job and home in 1908 after work, both Reg and Osman were
a dispute with his mother-in-law
[things like that happened in those

persuaded to join the big union, the
Confederation General du Travail, by

days], and took his dog to Paris. Here fellow workers. This was a union
they both got jobs on the French
railway as sniffers for gas in long
 

which sought to enlist all workers into
its ranks in order to pursue its aim of a

see that they do us no good, and in fact
perpetuate and enhance our misery.
They use up all our spare time; they
make us consume more rubbish from
the marketplace; they tire us out; they
make us withdraw from social life; they
make us attempt to condition them so
that they will survive in this dog-eat-
dog world, which means we are doing
the bosses work for them; they make us
smell; they rot our brains; and they
make us work harder and keep us in
line. Every time a worker has another
kid the bosses must splutter out their
champagne in laughter. It's different
for them, of course, because they hire
some wage-slave to look after their
kids. In general we workers are stuck
with our kids, and what can we offer
them? A life of slavery and
humiliation. It makes you wonder why
we have kids at all. But of course we
do it because the bosses want us to, and
who are we to let them down?

For more on our views on kids you
might like to read our following
publications:

E] Kids: A Disasterfor the Working
Class. 50 pence.

U I Love Kids, But] Couldn't Eat a
Whole One: The Rise ofthe
Industrial Proletariat in Europe.
£60.00

El Kids" on the Barricades: An
Exploration ofthe Use ofKidsfor
Barricade Padding Throughout the
Last Three Centuries. 12 pence.

All these publications, plus many
others, are available from the usual
address.

society where no man had to go to work
if it was raining. As Reg and Osman
discovered, after attending many union
meetings, there was a fairly wide range
of opinion within the CGT. There were
those who thought that the fundamental
demand of no work on rainy days was
really going a bit too far, and there
were those who demanded that even on
overcast days work should be halted.

(continued on page 10)
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Can Arthur Scargill Dance!
(continuedjrom page 9)
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One leader of the extremist faction was ,.-Ir Lu

Emile Pouget, a man in his late forties
who had been trying to overthrow
society since his youth. Pouget objected
to the fact that workers had to toil in
any weather, while the rich bosses
would shelter in their mansions
drinking champagne, smoking big
cigars and sniggering if there was a
spot of drizzle outside. To change this
state of afiairs Pouget had as a young
man advocated assassination, hostage-
taking and cake-throwing as a means
of intimidating the ruling class into
giving the workers what they needed.
But in his later years Pouget saw that

. .&b__

only 3 systennnatic Programme of Scargill: Arm-in-arm with thepolice against the working class
strike action, sabotage at work and F F F F F-F FF-FF - FF F F F F F
mass formation dancing would force
the bosses to give way. In Le
Syndicalisme Revolutionnaire,

some rudimentary dance steps. At the
end of the meeting, feeling elated from
the dancing, they would leave for home

published in 1910, Victor Griffuelhes, a sheeting "Leas Live the Seeial
close comrade of Pouget, wrote of mass Rdvdlldldlll Ddwn with dld TYl'imI1Y
formation dancing at work as “for us
the weapon par excellence that present
society puts into the hands of the
working class. "

1909 was a busy year for militant
workers on the railways in France. A
confrontation with the bosses was
looming and the union had to make

of the Weather!"

onths of this kind of training
gave the railway workers the
confidence they needed to go on

strike against their bosses in 1910.
There was plenty of formation dancing
throughout France amongst the
strikers, one railway shed in Toulouse

sure [1131 evgfyong’ S wguld be W35 f0l' TWO WhOl€ W6€kS

up to it. From two workers in a lonely while railway workers danced in
Signal bop; to 1116 gangs of U-a¢1;..13ye1-S fonnation. The bosses were powerless
and ditchdiggers out on the rails, they
all had to dance eficiently and in
unison. The eyes of the rest of the
working class in France, and indeed the including the 1551151-lg df 1111151’@1135 1° 3-H
whole of Europe, were on them.

meetings quite inspiring. Held

weather report for the week. Often in
Paris this was given by Leon Jouhaux,
who later that year was to become

to stop these actions. In the end the
strikers won some considerable
concessions from their employers,

outdoor track stafi, but their main
demand, which was to be given the

cg and Qgman found the union winter ofi each year, was not agreed to.
Still, it was an important battle for

in moms above ¢3f¢<_; or in 131g;-3 workers and it sparked ofl" several
dame 113115’ they would star; with a imitation strikes throughout Europe. In

Turin, for example, the Coflee
Grinders, Laundry Workers and
Gravediggers Federation struck

General Secretary of the CGT. Jouhaux '-‘>'|1¢°°$$f"11Y 1'01’ 311 end id Working in
used seaweed and old newspapers tied
up in bunches over his front door to disciplined fdfmdddn dame SW52? dial

the afternoons by employing a

pmdjq the w¢a¢11e;_ Afle; that 3 bamboozled the bosses and even the
militant such as Pouget would give a
on about the parasitical boss class and intimidate the dancers by threatening ta
the need for social revolution. Finally,
the participants of the meeting would
form themselves into blocks and learn

Italian government, who tried to

steal their children.

In the present day, mass formation

—r . I-n *__ 1 l 41» 1 __ F— __ —F F _

dancing is considered something of a
threat to union leadership. However,
the strategy was briefly unoficially
employed by striking British miners in
1984, notably at the Wimbledon
Colliery, where miners occupied the
famous nearby tennis courts and danced
in formation for three days. Their neo-
syndicalist union leader, Arthur
Scargill, in what many saw as a bizarre
act, came down extremely hard on these
miners, expelling them from the union
and confiscating all their footwear and
their lamps, which were actually
British Coal Board property. Scargill
eventually had to return the lamps to
British Coal after a humiliating court
case in which it was discovered that he
had tried to sell the lamps at several
Sunday market locations in Devon.
Despite this, Scargill went on to lead
the miners to a glorious defeat. Several
commentators in the press have tried to
understand why Scargill forbade any
form of dancing throughout the dispute,
some have suggested it was because he
had higher political ambitions for
himself, others that with his
pronounced "two lefi feet" he would
doubtless have lost the respect of the
membership. We here, at the
SPOOFVERSION bunker, know that it
is because he is an authoritarian,
counter-revolutionary, capitalist
scumbag who is long overdue a dose of
proletarian justice. Certainly, ifmass
formation dancing had been employed
by the miners at the Battle of Orgreave
a very difierent result may have ensued.

___________________.___._____---——-————
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en years ago a group of us got
together to form Subversion.
Some had been in (and out of)

Wildcat, others had been politically
working together with those comrades
for a number ofyears previously. We
wanted to create a new organisation
that could carry on the work of
developing communist ideas and
politics free from the need to label
ourselves as either dogrnatically
marxist or anarchist.

Recently though, despite continuing to
agree on our basic revolutionary
politics, we have had disagreements
about the way forward both
organisationally and lr e 7 _J"'r '1'

I 1

collaboration with variously the
Anarchist Communist Federation
(ACF) and Class War as well as on our
own.
El We organised a national
conference on the State and Capital and
initiated a series of day schools with the
ACF.
El We have attended networking
meetings, including the Revolutionary
Socialist Network, the Class Struggle
Anarchist Network and the Northern
Anarchist Network. We continue to be
involved in the latter project.
El Wherever possible we have
involved ourselves with nationally and
locally important episodes of the class

_ g 1 struggle. These
ipractically. There have

also been some personal i
disagreements. These E
have made it hard for 1
some of us to work '
together. As a result ;

lrthere are now only five , l V
of us left in the group 651%/‘
and we have had to l $50
conclude that we no

DE “E5 Q5-‘hub is U0 lllCll.ld6dI fl'l€

1>LECHT Cq-EOK(qfiN|‘3 geib . TEX II1OV€I11€I1l, 'Wh€I'€
_ p ; we helped set up one
‘"1, g group and were active
,’ef.EF'F" , in a number of others;

, ‘.5 ».F N’ = support for the
F Merseyside Dockers -

again helping set up the
— '1, ’ Manchester support
‘N group; fighting the Job

longer have the energy (11) Rebellion is badly Seekers Allowance -
or enthusiasm to _ _ , Orgamséd " It getting the group going
COI1l.lI1l1€ our actrvrtresas . __ . T 1n Manchester as well
a collective.

There will be no further issues of our
bulletin, though back issues and other
publications are still available for the
cost of postage for the time being. The
Box number will be kept open for the
next six months. The web site will
continue indefinitely, but as the
personal responsibility of the comrade
who set it up.

A balance sheet of our activities:

El We have produced 24 editions of
the Subversion magazine, 23 of which
have been distributed for fiee. The
print run since issue 10 has been 1000
and most have been successfully
distributed - many by people who write
to us for bundles. We have produced
eight pamphlets, four ofwhich are still
available. We have produced numerous
leaflets.
El In Manchester we have run marry
public meetings - some good, some
awful. We organised these in

as being active in other
towns and nationally through the
Groundswell network; involvement in
the campaign against the M66 arormd
Manchester and subsequently becoming
involved in some Earth First! activities
in Oldham and Manchester. This list
would not be complete without
mentioning our continuing eflorts
where we work and some, admittedly
limited, success in initiating industrial
action amongst teachers in Oldharrr.
Our work around these issues led to the
best articles we wrote. They were based
on our real personal experiences of
struggle, either as direct participants or
through involvement with support
groups.
El Set up a web-site featuring not
only our own publications, but also
important texts produced by earlier
communist groups and individuals, a
number ofwhom were participants in
the 1918 German Revolution.
El Maintained regular international
contacts and correspondence.

In all these activities we have sought to
work in a principled and non-sectarian
way with other revolutionaries.

This is not bad going, in our opinion,
for a group that for most of its life
numbered eight members or less.

Most importantly, we have been part of
a process that has reshaped those
politics that are often labelled
communist, anarchist cormnunist,
council cormnunist or libertarian
communist. We would have liked to
have had more influence, unfortunately
by choosing to distance ourselves from
both the marxist and anarchist labels,
we have bred some suspicion amongst
those who have preferred their cosy
comforts.

Our greatest success was probably the
Subversion bulletin. This provided an
organised fiamework for
revolutionaries to debate new issues
arising in the class struggle. It
attracted many contributions from non-
members of our group, especially in the
last six issues. At the time there wasn't
really any other publication fulfilling
the same role. On the other hand some
of us felt that, in the process, the
Subversion viewpoint got somewhat
diluted. Moreover, there was too often
little editorial critique or comment on
the articles we published. At times we
were reluctant to take a collective
stance on the issues they raised Whilst
some might see this as another example
of non-sectarianism, it all too often
reflected a laziness on our behalf. This
process also reflected the malaise that
we had got into. In recent issues there
has been little new produced by
ourselves other than reports or book
reviews. Our own lack of anything new
to say is probably the most compelling
reason to wind up the group.

Hopefully other opportunities will arise
for a publication similar to Subversion
in the future.

So what was the problem?

When we started Subversion we didn‘t
really have a clear idea of the direction

(continued on page 12)
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(continuedfi'om page 11)
we hoped it would go in. However, we
were pretty clear what we didn't want it
to be. We didn't want it to be
monolithic, though we did want the
politics to be clear and for
disagreements to be based on an
understanding of what others were
saying - all of which suggested the
need for pretty rigorous discussion. As
time went by, we also realised that we
needed Subversion to grow. We never
intended ourselves to be a purely local
group, indeed although most of us live
in and arotmd Manchester, we do have
a couple of members in other parts of
the country. On the other

disagreements we mentioned at the
beginning arose. Some of these were
personal and frankly, had we been a
larger and more thriving group, would
have counted for little. As with tired
marriages, small problems become
multiplied until only divorce is the
solution. We also disagreed on the
direction the group should go in. One
viewpoint was that we should be
working towards creating a national
network of communists. This should
be based on individual membership,
drawing upon groups like ourselves,
the ACF, Auflieben and the like. The
majority in the group felt (and feel) that

Page 12

What Next?

At the moment we can see no particular
political organisation that we could all
enthusiastically join. There are
organisations doing good work and we
would refer you to previous issues of
Subversion for recommendations. In
this country we would recommend
Organise! as an interesting publication
and suggest our readers contact the
ACF to obtain a copy [clo 84b
Whitechapel I-ligh Street, London El
7QX]. It looks like Smash Hits could
also provide a useful vehicle for
discussion [BM Box 5538, London

hand, we did not see ourselves EU U5 “gnaw
as some focal point for others 9’°,£{Zfi MS?-,5 F _ _ _
to ]0lIl, as some embryo of a Q M E ,_ Q """,M

l \ 54- F 77} " L "

had always hoped that other I K, ._--g--is . is
groups would emerge in other § ‘=‘l;i‘pQ:)‘i ’ .. p
places and that as a result of ’ ' __
practical co-operation a fusion %
would come about, creating a t i ____,_._,
new communist or anisation. i

g A -' _' =!§§i;‘;'*:€

new orgamsation or party. We

That is the reason we have F
tried to be non-sectarian and I (12) Some practice passive resistance ("What!! Failed ,

ill' '|—|-in-1 -- — _ . _ __ __ _

E
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have enthusiastically worked in % again!!!" "Parent=cop") (13) Or escape

or: ouT~It.u¢§-1TEU

g WCIN 3XX]. For
l information purposes, both

Counter Information
i [Transmission, 28 King
 Street, Glasgow, G1 SQP] and

SchNews [c/o On-The-Fiddle,
: PO Box 2600, Brighton, BN2

2DX] make good reading.--_--._____- .1._,.__..,_,__._,-___

i We still see the need for
1
Ir political organisation and
I hope to be able to contribute
 to something new and
{ worthwhile in the future. In

F F l the meantime we willthe different networks we i *
mentioned above. It is also the
reason that we have worked so closely
with the Anarchist Communist
Federation.

In our opinion, groups need to grow or
they stagnate. After a period of
working together people either end up Fdflme t° agree °n this p°im= wmbmed
agreeing on everything or end upknowing too Wen What the lines of make us look more seriously at the state
disagreement are. Groups need a

' 'thi di ' ktension wi n scussrons to provo e At the end of the day our main form of
the development of ideas. If that does
not happen, the result is sterility. We
were faced, in Subversion, with having
reached the point where that sterility
was beginning to set in. As we said
above as 3 gmup We have pmducad great enthusiasm for doing this, we had
nothirig original for the past two years.
We enup gOE other ensTherefore hOneSt t‘0 d0 lS

l w_1:w.i:_-L 4*.__1|1_-.

this proposal, whilst laudable, is
impractical. We do not see where the
basis for such a network exists. We
may be wrong and would love to be
proved so. Ifwe are wrong we would
undoubtedly support such an initiative.

with the other problems was enough to

we were in.

.9

activity, as a group, at the moment is
the production of Subversion. It is
hard, intensive work to produce and
distribute it. As we no longer feel any

to ask ourselves - "What is the point?"

reactions to two discussions we started - to caase pubhcatmn and t° explam to
one over the JSA and the other over the
article "Green Communism". Even
those responses had begun to dry up.

It was out of this situation that the

those who read Subversion why we are
doing so.

continue to be active as
individuals in various ways. We may
also, if the need arises and the energy
allows, produce future interventions in
the name of Subversion.

Our thanks go to our many
contributors, readers and supporters
during the last ten years.

Comradely,

Subversion

September 1998.

Dept 10, 1 Newton Street, Manchester
Ml IHW, England, UK.

Subversion on the Web:
http://www.geocities.conr/Athens/Acro
polls/8 195
email: knightrose@geocities.com
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"|e s o e
t is true beyond doubt that the world's population on the head This is
ideology of leftiness is a tool of meant metaphorically and describes
tyranny. It is also true that that phenomenon whereby worthy,

many radicals have been infected by usually white, well-educated female and
this poison and whatever name they male politicos show a creepy deference
might give themselves, whether it be to people like: Northern Irish
anarchist, marxist, communist, Catholics; working class women; black
insurrectionary authoritarian blanquiist people; gay people; leaders of struggles
headbanger, or Guardian reader, we are in other countries, even though they
all prey to its insidious insidiousness. might be scheming authoritarian
Here are two things to look out for in maoists, like the Zapatistas; etc. If
your character that might reveal the you're not from Ireland and you start
true extent of your leftism: saying "yer man" then you are showing

that you wish you were an oppressed
1. A tendency to pat sections of the Irish person and not the middle class

Spoofversion

guilt-bag that you feel yourself to be in
reality. Or if you have organised your
political meetings into "encuentros",
then you may be an unsuspecting
victim of the lefty "pat them on the
head" syndrome. If you want to be less
cool and more sharp stop being a
patronising windbag, think for yourself
and examine your own real desires.

2. Finding Jeremy Paxman sexy.

My Afternoon of Psychogeographic Hell
in London by Mr. Arbitrural

was travelling up to London by around me like the facades of cinemas.
“ train, on my way to a picket of a In the middle of Leicester Square there

shop in Oxford Street which had is a small park. A few years ago this
been identified as a seller of consumer was the site of a building that secretly
products and an exploiter of shop- housed the pay-roll department of M16,
working stafi and therefore an enemy it was heavily fortified and disguised as
of the international proletariat. I a Chinese restaurant with offices above.
decided to make my way there in a The restaurant doubled as the staff
psychogeographic manner, by canteen, it was a weird place to eat if
wandering around and becoming you just wandered in off the street.
oppressed by the associations of certain Under what is now the small park there
buildings and areas. I got off the tube is rumoured to be a network of tunnels
somewhere in the centre of the city and that lead to various locations in
was immediately confronted by swarms London, and one reputedly goes all the
of Guardian Readers. It was terrifying, way to Bristol. The park is on a ley-
they were everywhere. I realised that line which links a Harvester eating
they had been with me on the tube too. house in Essex with Canterbury
The ages of Guardian Readers are Cathedral, it is one of the very few
between the early twenties and early "bendy” ley-lines known to exist.
fifties, the young ones try to look
intelligent and sensitive and the older
ones try to look young. But they all Square, that was painted green
have a certain London Liberal and reminded me of my neo-
Arrogance. Maybe I'm being unfair, rustic hometown, I saw a group of
they would probably help you if you Guardian Readers intimidating a group
were lost or had fallen over, but I would of Independent Readers. The y
suspect that they would be doing it for Independent Readers were heavily
ulterior motives. That is, so that they outnumbered and they stoically suffered
could report back to their local branch the quiet sneering and pointed looks of
of the Caring Guardian Reader Society the other group. But then, in an
with the news of how they had helped explosion of action, one of the
someone in difficulties. Independent Readers hurled an empty

paper cup in the face of one of the
I eventually found my way to Leicester Guardian Readers. There was
Square where I felt oppressed by all the pandemonium as all the Readers got
gaudy confidence of a hip and tacky very agitated and held their arms
capitalism. The buildings rose up straight down by their sides. Then one

ear a rubbish bin in Leicester

of the Guardian Readers spoke: "Is this
your cup, " she said, offering it back to
the person who had thrown it. After a
short silence he replied quietly, "Yes,
thankyou, I dropped it." You could
have cut the air the air with a folded-up
copy of the Daily Telegraph. I felt
quite sick at witnessing such scenes
and as I ran back towards the tube
station I vowed never to visit this hell-
hole of a city ever again. On the phone
that evening my friend, who I was
supposed to have done the picket with,
said I was a right wanker for not
turning up.
Below: Map showing Oxford Street and
Leicester Square
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